International Representative Starter Kit

Thank you for your interest in

Thinking of becoming an international representative?
Here is what you must know about Sanuvox.

WHO WE ARE
Established in 1995, Sanuvox Technologies is a Canadian company and a global leader in ultraviolet air purification, providing the
most advanced cost-effective in-duct and stand-alone UV air and surface disinfection systems available. Our in-duct and stand-alone systems
are used around the world in residential, commercial, institutional, and medical installations and have been widely accepted to be the most
effective air disinfection systems.
Our salesforce in Canada and across the United States work closely with local distributors to promote our products. Likewise, outside of
North America we choose our international representatives with care, because we want to work with companies that have a thorough
understanding and knowledge of their region or country, and who can offer the same dedication as we have for our clients.
WHAT WE DO
We offer a wide variety of products that can easily be adjusted to your clients’ projects.
Our product offerings range from:
• Residential stand-alone and in-duct UV air purifiers
• Commercial UV air disinfection units that can be customized to answer many different markets and applications
• Medical UV air and surface disinfection units for hospitals and medical professionals
• GrowSaver™ line for indoor growers
See next page for an overview of our product lines.

www.sanuvox.com

1-888-726-8869
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SANUVOX - PRODUCT LINES
RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

MEDICAL

GROWSAVER™

AIR PURIFICATION

COIL CLEANER

AIR DISINFECTION

IN DUCT

IL COIL CLEAN

S300GX-MED2

R MAX

SR MAX

GC BIOWALL MAX

GC QUATTRO-G

AIR DISINFECTION
COIL CLEANER

BIOPÜR

P900-GX

VP900 INTERCEPTOR
BIOWALL

P900-GX

QUATTRO

SANUVAIR® S100
GC IL

SURFACE DISINFECTION

STAND ALONE
SANUVAIR S300
®

HRV6-GX
SANUVAIR® S1000

COMMERCIAL SANUVAIR® S300

ODOR REDUCTION

COIL CLEANERS

GC S300-G2

SABER MAGNET 24V

SABER PRO WIRELESS 24V

QUATTRO

SANUVAIR® S1000 OZD

SANUVAIR® S300 OZD

SANUVAIR® S600

GC S1000-G4

ASEPT.2X

SMOKE REDUCTION

SANUVAIR® S1000 VOC

SANUVAIR® S300 VOC

SURFACE & ROOM DISINFECTION

IL FOOD SAFE

www.sanuvox.com

1-888-726-8869

MULTI-IL COIL CLEAN

SANUVAIR® S1000 CRO

SANUVAIR® S300 CRO
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WHAT YOU MUST KNOW
Not all our products can be offered in all regions and countries, due to local certification requirements that we might not have.
WHAT YOU CAN OFFER
We look for international representatives who have specific expertise of their local region or country. For example, if you have been working in HVAC for many
years and know the unique attributes of your market, we can consider a collaboration.
If we already have a representative in your country, we might want to have another one if your domain of expertise (e.g. HVAC, medical) is different.
However, we would prefer to work with an exclusive representative in each country.
WHERE TO FIND MORE INFORMATION
Our website is full of information and offers access to lots of materials to fully understand our company, technology and products.

To understand our technology
and the science behind UV,
simply click on “The UV Process”.

You can access information
about all our products by
clicking on “Product Line” in the
main menu.
Once on a product page, you can
print or save a pdf summary sheet
of the product description by
clicking on the “Print” icon.

Visit the “News” section to read blog
articles, cases studies and white
papers.

Other documents are also available
on this page (specification sheets,
instructions, etc.).
www.sanuvox.com

1-888-726-8869
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Becoming an international representative
WHAT YOU WILL GET
As one of our international representatives, you will be able to log into the Intranet of our website with your own Distributor Account.
This Intranet section allows you to access support documents about our products, marketing literature,
high resolution product images, online forms and more.
Simply click on “Login/Sign up” at the top right of the website to log in or create* your Distributor Account.

* When creating your account, make sure to sign up as a distributor.
Our team will then approve your account before you can log in the first time.

www.sanuvox.com

1-888-726-8869
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